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Schedule of Events

Friday, March 27

5:00 - 6:30 pm Registration
Benson University Center, 

3rd Floor

6:30 - 6:45 pm Welcome Benson 410

6:45 - 7:30 pm Dinner Benson 410

7:30 - 8:30 pm 

Plenary Speaker: Dr. Louis J. Rubbo, "Adventures in 

Toyland: Using LEGO Robotics to Inspire the Next 

Generation of STEM Professionals"

Benson 410

appx. 9:00 pm SPS Social - ice cream social and game night
Olin Physical Laboratory 

Room 105 and lounge

Saturday, March 28

8:00 - 8:50 am Registration / Breakfast Olin lobby/lounge

8:50 - 9:00 am Welcome Olin 101

9:00 - 10:00 am Invited Speakers: Dr. Robert M. Panoff, Dr. David Carroll  Olin 101

10:00 - 10:10 am Break Olin lobby/lounge

10:10 - 11:40 am Contributed talks Olin 101 

11:45 am - 12:30 pm
Workshop: Making Scientific Reasoning Explicit in the 

Classroom
Olin 105

11:45 am - 2:00 pm Poster Session (posters may be set up anytime Saturday) Olin 104

12:15 - 2:00 pm Lunch Olin lobby/lounge

2:00 - 3:00 pm Business Meeting Olin 101

3:00 - 4:00 pm Wrap-up, awards, departmental tours Olin 101



Friday Plenary: 

Adventures in Toyland: Using LEGO Robotics to 

Inspire the Next Generation of STEM Professionals 

Dr. Louis J. Rubbo 

Coastal Carolina University 

After earning a bachelor's degree at the University of 

Colorado at Boulder, Dr. Rubbo went on to earn a 

Ph.D. in physics from Montana State University - 

Bozeman. His dissertation, entitled “Gravitational 

Wave Astronomy Using Spaceborne Detectors”, 

modeled the detector response and possible scientific 

returns from the proposed LISA gravitational wave 

space mission. From 2004 - ’07 Dr Rubbo was a 

postdoctoral scholar at the Center for Gravitational 

Wave Physics at the Pennsylvania State University. While at Penn State, Dr Rubbo 

continued working on gravitational wave astronomy in addition to exploring data 

analysis algorithms and becoming involved in public outreach activities. In 2007, 

he joined the Coastal Carolina University faculty as an assistant professor of 

astronomy where he now teaches introductory astronomy and physics along with 

advanced courses in computational analysis and astrophysics. His areas of 

expertise include gravitational wave astronomy, general relativity, and physics 

education research. He is also the director of the annual robotics camp for middle 

school students hosted by Coastal Carolina. 

 

  



Saturday invited talks: 

9:00 – 9:30am 

Computational Thinking in Physics 

Robert M. Panoff, Shodor Education Foundation, Inc. 

Models and simulations play a central role in all we do as physicists, and ought to play a central role in 

how we teach physics. Computational tools enable inquiry for both qualitative and quantitative aspects 

of physics education.  We will explore the impact of computational physics that goes beyond "coding 

and programming" to support deeper understanding of how physics helps us understand the world 

around us. 

Dr. Robert M. Panoff is founder and Executive Director of the Shodor Education Foundation, Inc., and 

has been a consultant at several national laboratories. He is also a frequent presenter at NSF- sponsored 

workshops on visualization, supercomputing, and networking, and continues to serve as consultant for 

the education program at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications at the University of 

Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. He has served on the advisory panel for Applications of Advanced 

Technology program at NSF. Dr. Panoff received his M.A. and Ph.D. in theoretical physics from 

Washington University in St. Louis, undertaking both pre- and postdoctoral work at the Courant Institute 

of Mathematical Sciences at New York University. 

9:30-10:00am 

Power Fabrics: thinking about power differently 

David Carroll, Wake Forest University 

Scavenging the waste power around us efficiently has been a long sought "grail" of energy 

technologies.  The hundreds of watts within reach of any individual is tempting and leads us naturally to 

imagine increased mobility and longevity in our personal electronics, medical devices that never fail, 

sensors that do not need to be tended to regularly, and more; if we could only tap into it.  Today, 

developments at Wake Forest University's Nanotechnology Center may be bringing this dream to life - 

but in a way previously unimagined. Through our clothing!  Scientists at the Center have developed a 

fabric that can scavenge thermal waste and kinetic waste simultaneously leading to the world’s first 

T/PEG (thermo/piezo - electric generator).  These materials make it possible to generate around 1W/m2 

(or about a cell phone charge with a suit of clothes).  Indeed, given current costs to produce the 

materials, after wearing a jacket for about 1.5 years it is free to you just from the power it produces. 

Interestingly, in the development of this fabric a previously unknown and subtle, synergistic effect for 

power harvesting was discovered.  Now call the TPEG - effect, it stands as an example of how applied 

science and basic science intertwine in the laboratory and the sometimes haphazard way in which 

physics marches forward. 

Dr. David Carroll is a materials physicist by training. His research focuses primarily on the properties of 

quantum matrix composites.  These are correlated arrays of nano dots or nano wires in an electro-active 

host media that express unique and cooperative, quantum signatures related to internal degrees of 

freedom and length scale self-similarity. 



Contributed talks: 

10:10 – 10:25am 

Experiential Education Activities for Teaching SETI 

Tony Crider  

Elon University  

Many astronomy classes include sections on the Search for Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence (SETI) by 

professional radio astronomers. While lectures on this topic are popular, there are relatively few to 

engage students in applying what they’ve learned. In this talk, I will describe a series of activities 

developed for an interdisciplinary, team-taught honors class with a focus on both the astronomy and 

philosophy of SETI. These activities are designed both to have students use what they learned from their 

assigned books and to experience (as much as possible) the exhilaration and frustration of astronomers 

attempting to find alien life. This includes an “epic finale” that has students demonstrate their 

understanding of a topic rather than merely having them answer questions on paper or with a 

computer. 

 

10:25 – 10:40 am 

Through the Looking Glass: Lab Development and Best Laboratory Pedagogies  

Mariah N. Birchard and David J. Sitar  

Department of Physics and Astronomy, Appalachian State University  

Optics can be a challenging subject for students that are not pursuing a science major. A well-organized 

lab aids a student in understanding and provides an opportunity to reaffirm the knowledge obtained 

through lecture. To orchestrate a successful lab, it is vital to account for the diversity of knowledge and 

experience. Thus, we created an “Optics and Telescope” lab that involved the following pedagogies; 

active and team-based learning. To determine whether our lab was successful we created an 

experiment that tested our lab activity versus an older. The activities had to prove to be self-sufficient, 

therefore we provided no assistance when administering either of the labs. This experiment consisted of 

six introductory astronomy lab groups; three engaged in the new and three in the old. Data was 

collected from each group to deduce which lab had greater educational outcome and the new lab 

proved to be the more successful. 

 

  



10:40 – 10:55 am 

The Educational Impact of Smartphone Implementation in Introductory Mechanics 

Laboratory Classes 

Colleen Lanz Countryman 

North Carolina State University 

Traditional introductory mechanics laboratories utilize a series of sensors and interfaces for data 

collection. Today, most students carry smartphones in their pockets that are capable of collecting the 

data necessary for these labs. We implemented a curriculum that features the use of students’ personal 

devices for data collection and assessed the educational and attitudinal impact on the students. We 

found no statistically significant differences in the kinematics skills gained in the course, but did observe 

differences in students’ laboratory attitudes and their abilities to make real-world connections. We will 

discuss the curriculum and the results of the study in more detail. 

 

10:55 – 11:10 am 

First Flip: a Newbie’s Report 

G. Eric “Rick” Matthews 

Wake Forest University Department of Physics 

In fall 2013 I returned to teaching after seven years in administration. Aware of the proven importance 

of interactive engagement in physics classes, I chose to implement this course as a flipped class; nearly 

all lecture was delivered outside of class via video, freeing up class time for Peer Instruction activities 

and group problem solving. The Physics Department renovated an instructional laboratory to more 

flexible space supporting both lab activities and classes centered on small group work. Here I share first 

impressions, challenges discovered, successes, failures, and lessons learned. I perceive that students are 

learning more than in my previous classes, and students report finding this approach more interesting 

and more effective for learning. My most important discovery: the importance of explaining to students 

why the class it taught this way. My most surprising challenge: finding good quality freely usable figures 

for inclusion in videos.  

  



11:10 – 11:25 am 

Introduction to low-level measurement techniques using a short segment of conducting wire 

Bill Brandon 

UNC-Pembroke 

In order to gain exposure to low-level measurement techniques, UNCP physics students used a short 

segment (length ~ 10 cm, resistance ~ 33 mW) of AWG 30 copper wire to integrate information using an 

exhaustive list of activities.  I will present a brief summary of six of those activities, including 

 ·         Multimeter fundamentals 

·         DIY four point sense with inexpensive bench-top instruments 

·         Four point resistance measurement with HP 3468B multimeter 

·         Calculation of resistance (rl/a) with wire diameter measured using diffraction pattern 

·         AC voltage characterization using SR 830 lock-in amplifier  (including refutation of a previous AJP 

article) 

·         Characterization of 60 Hz and 120 Hz notch filters of the SR 830 lock-in amplifier 

The first four are appropriate for introductory labs, whereas the last two qualify as intermediate to 

advanced level labs. 

 

11:25 – 11:40 am 

Student Response to the Use of eBooks in Introductory Astronomy 

Kristen Thompson and Mario Belloni 

Davidson College 

We have been engaged in developing an interactive eBook for use in a one-semester introductory 

astronomy course.  This book, Astronomy:  An Interactive Introduction, combines the narrative and 

images of a traditional textbook with new interactive JavaScript simulations.  This eBook was used as the 

sole text in the Fall 2014 astronomy course taught at Davidson College.  Students in this course were 

provided an iPad containing the eBook and various astronomy related applications for use throughout 

the semester.  I will discuss how the eBook and iPads were used in the course and the student response 

to access to this technology.   

 

 



Poster Presentations – 11:45 am - 2:00 pm 

An Atlas Of Starburst Galaxy Emission Lines  

Helen Meskhidze & Chris Richardson  

Department of Physics, Elon University 

Astronomers expand our understanding of star formation by observing the light given off by distant 

starburst galaxies (galaxies undergoing exceptionally high rates of star formation). However, there are 

some limits to what we can deduce by observations alone, and, in some cases, we turn to computer 

simulations to overcome these limits. Simulations give us greater insight into starburst regions by 

simulating emitted light. The comparison of the real and simulated light allows us to tune simulations 

and infer what is occurring within the physical systems.  

Our project models starburst galaxies and their surrounding gas and dust clouds. We address the 

following two questions: 1. What are specific cloud parameters that influence the strength of emission 

lines in starburst galaxies? 2. How can these parameters be tuned in simulations to match observations? 

We present the results of hundreds of photoionization simulations varying properties of the starbursts 

and the clouds. We track over 100 emission lines ranging from the ultraviolet to the near infrared. 

Finally, we compare our results to the results of previous simulations. The results of our photoionization 

calculations comprise our atlas, which should prove useful to other astronomers for the analysis of 

starburst galaxy emission-line data. 

 

Automation of Temperature Corrected Power Spectrum Calibration for Optical Tweezers 

Sam Migirditch, Alex Mandarino, Tyler W. Foley, Brooke C. Hester 

 Appalachian State University 

Optical tweezers (OTs) provide unique control and measurement over microscopic systems, and are 

used frequently for measurements of micro- to nano-scopic biological systems. OTs are most commonly 

used as force transducers by modeling the optical force as being linearly proportional to the 

displacement from the equilibrium position, this is also known as Hooke’s law. In order to measure a 

force, a determination of the spring constant k is necessary, and is commonly performed with power 

spectral analysis. Extracting k from the power spectrum requires knowledge of the temperature of the 

medium surrounding the trapped particle which is usually assumed to be room temperature, yet the 

trapping beam can cause significant heating. We experimentally determine the temperature directly 

from the power spectrum and use that value to find a more accurate stiffness.  Traditionally, the 

calibration is completed by hand which is time consuming. Here, we present an automated power 

spectrum calibration program in LabVIEW based on the work by Berg-Sørensen et al. We improve upon 

the previous method by using active local temperature correction when finding trap stiffness from the 

experimentally determined power spectrum. Additionally, the automated system allows for data 

collection and analysis within minutes rather than hours. 

 



An Analytic Analysis of an Asymmetric Infinite Square Well Poster  

Vincent Hickl & Mario Belloni  

Davidson College Physics Department  

In quantum mechanics it is often difficult or impossible to solve for analytic solutions of a given problem. 

The purpose of this project is to analyze the behavior of an asymmetric infinite square well (AISW) using 

the quasi-analytical spectral method. This method uses the analytic solutions of a known problem as a 

basis to calculate solutions for unknown but related problems. We begin by constructing a Hamiltonian 

matrix for the AISW. The eigenvalues of this matrix are the energy eigenvalues of the AISW. We use the 

elements of the eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian matrix as expansion coefficients to find the wave 

function Ψ of a particle in the AISW in position space. With a Fourier transform, we also find the wave 

functions in momentum space. Finally, we calculate the Wigner quasi-probability distribution for the 

well. 

 

Improving Organic Semiconductor Film Formation on Hydrophobic Surfaces Using Protein 

Complex Treatment 

Hannah Loran Smith 

Physics Department, Wake Forest University 

CYTOP is a fluoropolymer dielectric that is commonly used as the gate dielectric material in organic field-

effect transistors (OFETs). The hydrophobic nature of this compound often prevents the deposition of 

solution-based materials that contain a large amount of water or non-fluorinated solvent (e.g. 

PEDOT:PSS). The application of the protein Avidin has been shown to improve the wettability of 

hydrophobic surfaces through reducing the water contact angle by exploiting a hydrophobic interaction 

between the hydrophobic insulator and the hydrophobic regions of the protein. However, Avidin is quite 

expensive, so to explore a less expensive method of improving CYTOP’s wettability, we tested the 

adsorption of egg whites, which contain Avidin, to CYTOP. We observe that a concentration of one 

percent egg whites dissolved in H2O reduce the water contact angle of Cytop from 115 degrees to 

approximately 60 degrees. Additionally, we observe that the egg white-treated CYTOP films maintained 

their hydrophilic properties through at least 8 days. We have demonstrated a general technique to 

improve the wettability of a common hydrophobic insulating material, creating pathways for improving 

solution processing techniques in OFET research. 

 

  



Active Site Profile Based Clustering of the Peroxiredoxin Superfamily 

Angela Harper 

Physics Department, Wake Forest University 

Protein function based on sequence similarity leads to misannotations and propagation of incorrect 

annotations of proteins.  The Structure Function Linkage Database (SFLD) is the gold standard for protein 

annotation due to manual curation.  However, manual curation is expensive and time-consuming, so 

automated processes for precise annotation are imperative.  The Peroxiredoxin (Prx) superfamily has 

been extensively studied, making this an appropriate baseline for functional clustering.  Using the Prx 

superfamily, parameters were defined for determining discrete and functionally relevant groups of 

proteins.  The Deacon Active Site Profiler (DASP), previously developed by our lab, extracts residues 

around an active site environment of a protein, creating its unique signature. Our lab recently developed 

a process called TuLIP which, using DASP, functionally clusters all structurally characterized members of 

a superfamily according to their active site environment.  Iteratively searching GenBankNR with these 

groups resulted defining active site relationships for the Prxs. This process created functionally relevant, 

discrete groups in which no protein is assigned to two different groups at significant scores.  This 

method of functional clustering is both accurate and automatable, which will aid future efforts to create 

a fully automated process for annotating further superfamilies. 

 



 

 

Workshop 

11:45 am – 12:30 pm 

Making Scientific Reasoning Explicit in the Classroom 

Louis J Rubbo, Coastal Carolina University 

Results from physics education studies indicate that unless scientific reasoning instruction is 
made explicit in the classroom students do not progress in their reasoning abilities. One method 
for introducing explicit instruction on scientific reasoning is to engage students with brief, small 
group activities focused solely on the scientific process. In this workshop participants will be 
introduced to peer instruction activities that require students to establish testable hypotheses, 
outline relevant experiments, predict experimental outcomes, and formulate appropriate 
conclusions. Participants will complete a representative activity, followed by a discussion on how 
to design and assess their own original activities using the same methodology. 



Parking on campus: 

Parking on campus for the meeting does not require a pass from 5pm Friday through Saturday.  

NCS-AAPT attendees should park in lots D, T, or S.  (See parking map)  Lot D is adjacent to Olin 

Physical Laboratory.  Lots T and S lead to Olin by way of sidewalks along Wake Forest Rd.  There 

is also an uphill shortcut to Olin via the blacktop pathway leading up the hill from Lot T to 

Gulley Dr. 

If space is available, attendees may also park in Lot C in non-reserved spaces.  It is the closest 

lot to the Benson Center for Friday night’s activities. 

Handicapped parking is available in Lot C, Lot D, and the loop drive in front of the ZSR Library 

(#7 on map) between Olin (#8) and Benson (#6).  A North Carolina handicapped tag is valid for 

handicapped parking on campus. 

With the exception of Lot D, attendees should NOT park in any lot marked “24 hour faculty-

staff reserved”.  Over the weekend, parking is allowed in other Visitor, General, or “regular” 

Faculty/Staff lots over the weekend.  Those arriving before 5pm wishing to park during the 

school day Friday should limit parking to Visitor lots only. 
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